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Faster design 
process with 
accessibility

The earlier in your process you solve for 
accessibility, the less expensive it is.

Recipes produce consistent results.

Saving dozens of hours per project with 
early consistent accessibility.

One day builds with no design stage.



Recipe Outline

Who is affected by poor design choices.

Definitions.

Good ingredients for different skill levels.

Good tools for saving time.

Good recipe processes for saving money.

Combining everything together.



Gen Herres
Anphira.com

EasyA11yGuide.com
Baltimore Meetup

I started accessibility in the end of 2019 at 
Anphira. 

I started EasyA11yGuide to provide better 
tools and resources for early design 
process accessibility.

And I organize the Baltimore WordPress 
meetup!



Slides & links available at 
easya11yguide.com/learn



What effects do poor design 
choices have on people?



Using 2015 numbers

People aren’t perfect



People aren’t perfect



About 20% of people have dyslexia.

About 12-14% of people have Irlen 

syndrome.

People aren’t perfect



People aren’t perfect

About 8% of 

men are 

colorblind, 

higher in 

caucasians.



About 4% of people have synesthesia.

People aren’t perfect



Bright sunlight

Dark rooms

Distractions

People don’t live in perfect situations



People don’t live in perfect situations



People don’t live in perfect situations



People don’t live in perfect situations



People aren’t perfect and don’t live in perfect situations.

Make design choices for all of the imperfect people.

Design for imperfect people



Definitions



Terminology definitions

WCAG - Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, maintained by W3C (World Wide Web 
Consortium).

WCAG 2.1 level AA.

A11y - abbreviation for “accessibility”.



Legal aspects of accessibility

More countries are writing legislation to put specific requirements on web accessibility.

Lawsuits in US almost always say WCAG 2.1 level AA.

Overlay widget - a technology that sits between the website and the user. It’s 
middleware and plays “monkey in the middle”.

I’m not a lawyer.



Good ingredients for 
different skill levels



Easiest way to add chocolate, is to just 

stick a giant chocolate chip on top.

Beginner ingredients



This is a multi-step chocolate cake 

uses bakers chocolate.

Advanced ingredients



Colors as ingredients

Some colors are very easy to use anywhere, some aren’t.



Color palette issues

People don’t enjoy reading text on neon backgrounds.



The neon pink color is RGB #EC0868

Switch to HSL, Hue 335, Saturation 93%, Lightness 48%

Drop your Saturation to 50% or lower, and you instantly get gentler colors on the eyes. 

You can decrease the lightness a little as well if contrasting with white. Or increase if 

contrasting with black.

Correcting colors

People do enjoy reading text on low saturation backgrounds.



Big font sites, like Google, are advanced ingredients.

Fonts as ingredients



Give people a short list and include letter-spacing on the samples. I generally set 
letter-spacing to 0.015em.

Always give a default. If they don’t pick from the choices, they get the default.

Give them text they are completely unfamiliar with and would require them to actually 
put effort into reading.

Fonts as beginner ingredients



Font samples

Beginner friendly font samples



Beginner Ingredients

Row of individual images



Advanced Ingredients

Carousels of images



Good Ingredients

Good ingredients work for everyone, even beginners.

Make good choices so everyone can benefit.



Good tools for saving time



Some tools are very versatile, but require 

a lot of manual work.

Tools with lots of manual work



With powerful, reliable tools, it can be a 

very pleasant experience.

Tools for saving time 



Tools with lots of manual work

When I first started, I was spending 
hours on tools to check all of the colors 
and try to see them in action.



Tools for saving time



Tools for saving time



Tools for saving time



Look for tools which allow you to get a complete view.

Look for useful output.

Good tools save time



Good recipe processes
for saving money



Processes save time & money

People are used to working within limits:

- Copywriters are told what tone of 
voice to use, what length to write, 
what audience they have, etc.

- Designers are told to follow brand 
use guidelines, rules from printing 
companies, given exact content to 
use, etc.



WCAG 2.1 level AA has 50 criteria.

Save money by being mindful of WCAG 

criteria and creating processes so you 

automatically follow WCAG.

WCAG criteria & how to handle them



About half the WCAG 2.1 level AA criteria doesn’t apply to a static mockup of a 

website.

Criteria to eliminate as not relevant in design

For example, 1.2.2 requires 

captions on videos. But for a static 

mockup the designer is not 

responsible for creating & 

captioning the video.



Autoplaying content is almost never necessary and always distracting.

Just say no to anything that automatically moves, scrolls, or updates.

Criteria to just say no



Some criteria can be eliminated by giving 

designers specific rules to follow.

Criteria to eliminate with simple recipes

For example, 1.4.12 requires that line 
height be able to be adjusted to 1.5 times 
the font size.
Tell the designer that paragraphs shall 
have line height of 1.5.



Some criteria doesn’t need design.

For example, 2.4.7 requires visible and clear 

keyboard focus.

Don’t do unnecessary work



Designers can make unintentionally poor choices.

For example, 1.4.3 requires specific contrast for text depending on the size of the text 

and font weight. This can be difficult to understand, and still allows for a number of 

poor choices.

Criteria to solve ahead of time



For example, 1.4.4 requires text to be able to be resized up to 200%.

Criteria to simplify with specific to dos



Combining together



Understand people’s skills

I work with a design service on a regular basis.

- Provide colors
- Provide fonts
- Provide list of what to do & avoid
- Provide text content & photos
- Provide basic wireframe

The last instructions I gave took me 30 minutes to complete and 
it was for an eCommerce home page, and I got back a page very 
close to what I was looking for.



90% done rule for design phase

Make it clear to everyone that the goal of the design phase is 
not to have a fully finished and polished look.

It’s to get to 90% done.

Sets expectations that things don’t need to be perfect.

Sets expectations that the finished product will look a little 
different.

Accounts for the inevitable content changes.



Font selection: the details designers need

Designers need more than “use font XYZ”.

They need to know heading font vs body font. If there is an accent font.

Headings h1-h4. h5 & h6 are almost never used.

Body font size & weight.

Line height, paragraph spacing.

Letter spacing (generally just for body font, but on some fonts I add it for headings).



Colors: We need a lot more than 5 colors

Multiple background colors needed. (most sites use 2-3)

Heading font color.

Body font color.

Link & link hover colors.

Border color.

Accent colors.

Button & button hover colors.



Colors: We need a lot more than 5 colors

If both dark & light backgrounds, double that.

Plus any decorative accent colors which are for aesthetic 
purposes only (no contrast guidelines).



Be clear & specific with instructions

We are just giving them some rules for their work.

Remove any ambiguity & any decision making.

Examples:

- No text over an image
- No carousels or sliders allowed
- All buttons will be XXX background, XXX border, and 

XXX text color
- Exactly one h1 heading on every page
- Line spacing for body text is 1.5



Checklists to review work

People aren’t perfect.

Have clear checklist to review the design.

- Were the correct fonts used?
- Correct line & letter spacing?
- Are any of the items on the not allowed list present?
- Do forms have clear labels?



Faster design 
process with 
accessibility

The earlier in your process you solve for 
accessibility, the less expensive it is.

Recipes produce consistent results.

People aren’t perfect.

WCAG.

Good ingredients for different skill levels.

Good tools for saving time.

Good recipe processes for saving money.



Questions?

Slides & links available at 
easya11yguide.com/learn


